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IMD INTERNATIONAL SEARCH GROUP GROWS IN THE UK
Zurich, Switzerland (June 10, 2016) – IMD International Search Partners is expanding in the UK with the
recent partnership agreement with Caton Search.
IMD welcomes an additional member in London, Caton Search. Founded by Bob Caton in 2008, the
executive search firm focuses on industrial and services firms in the infrastructure, manufacturing, energy
and environmental sectors.
The three Partners have an average of 16-17 years of experience in the executive search business, and they
are directly in charge of delivering the assignments, both executive searches and market mapping.
Caton Search's activities are complementary to those of Highfield Human Solutions, a consumer,
marketing/communications and media specialist, therefore IMD International Search is now ensuring a
broader covering of the UK market.
Bob Caton, Managing Director of Caton Search: “We are really delighted to have been asked to join a
Group like IMD. We are looking forward to making a positive contribution to the Global network through
our UK operations and place an enormous amount of value on the collective expertise which IMD can bring
to Caton Search.”
"After doing some research on the UK executive search market, we found out that due to the structure of
the business in that country, the best solution for IMD's expansion in the UK was to find boutique firms,
each specialized in selected practices. With Highfield Human Solutions and Caton Search, we now have two
members in London and are continuing our efforts to acquire at least a third one", analyzes Dr. Matthias
Mohr, IMD President and Managing Partner of Dr. Heimeier & Partner in Germany.
For more information on Caton Search, please visit their website: http://www.catonsearch.com/

About IMD International Search Group
Founded in 1972, IMD International Search Group, www.imdsearch.com, is a Top-20 global search
organization with offices in major markets and business centers throughout the world, providing instant
access to a world-class executive talent pool serving the global economy. Providing instant access to a
world-class executive talent pool serving the global economy, IMD specializes in placing top-tier executives
throughout the Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, and the Middle East, and specialises in the following industry
sectors: consumer, financial and professional services, industrial and manufacturing, life sciences,
technology-communications-media (TCM), education-government-not for profit as well as leadership
consulting services.
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